LESSON TITLE: BRAVE INDIVIDUALS

Common Core Standards

**W 2** Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

**W 7** Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.

**SL 1** Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

**SL 6** Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and communicative tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.

Key Questions/Issues Addressed

- What is inner strength and courage?
- Who are 'everyday' heroes?
- What does bravery look like?
- How do we pay tribute to our heroes?

Lesson Goals/Objectives

- Students will realize that during a crisis every person is able to help others and become a hero.
- Students will appreciate that many individuals acted heroically on 9/11 and during its aftermath.
- Students will know that children are able to pay tribute to the adults who help them.
- Students will understand that those who work to help others in times of crisis deserve thanks.

Key Terms

Bravery, Crisis, Hero, Permanent collection, Service, Tribute

Materials

- The Dear Hero Collection: [www.911memorial.org/dear-hero-collection](http://www.911memorial.org/dear-hero-collection)
  - For images of the Dear Hero Collection, see Appendix A
- Stationary and writing tools

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
Bravemole is a picture book written by Lynne Jonell. In this book we see the character, Bravemole, reflect upon his life and on the lives of other moles. Bravemole is a character that symbolizes courage, perseverance, and inner strength. He states, “Be strong, be brave, and be steady.” Students will learn that adults all transform into helpers in times of need and they take care of children. When bad things happen, brave people help. Activities focused on recognizing and acknowledging local heroes compliment this read aloud.

1. Read Bravemole to the class.

2. Lead a discussion on service in the aftermath of 9/11. Students should think/pair/share about what they have learned through this picture book. The think/pair/share can be done orally or it can be expanded to include reflective writing.

3. Discuss with students who in their community and in their school building is an everyday hero. Keep a running chart. This will be referred to later in the lesson.

4. Part two of this lesson will explore the Dear Hero Collection, a collection of letters, objects, and artwork mailed by children to firehouses in the days and weeks after 9/11. The letters (for examples, see Appendix A) were compiled and are now part of the 9/11 Memorial Museum’s permanent collection. The students will view these letters as historical documentation of tributes made by children for American heroes. The teacher should model perusing one of these letters with the whole class, using language that places these documents into context and pointing out the many connections between the sentiments in the letters and in Bravemole.

5. Students should consider the feelings that everyday children had about everyday people turned into heroes. Students can also note the different imagery and symbols that were used to convey meaning.

6. Revisit the list created earlier highlighting heroes in your community. Ask the students how they can show their appreciation, guiding answers to writing letters.

7. Have students write a letter to their local hero. As the Dear Hero letters are a centerpiece of the Memorial Museum’s Tribute collection, having students create their own letters connects them to this shared experience. Remind students that heroes also come in the form of friends, parents, teachers, and various members within the community.

Teachers should encourage that the sentiment within the letters is of the utmost importance and that these sentiments can be conveyed through drawings, poems, and writing.

Students will convey their understanding of bravery and heroism through their think/pair/share activity.

Students will convey their understanding of paying tribute to heroes of both the past and present by creating their own “Dear Hero” letters.
Extension Activities

- The class, groups, or individuals may have created letters that thank or support local heroes, or a fire station in New York City. The class can travel to hand deliver these letters. You may deliver them into the lunchroom, school office, or local fire station.

- A class trip to your local Post Office can be coupled with mailing these sentiments to a farther location.

- If the class is writing one letter within a shared-writing activity with the teacher, the class may want to have a group publishing moment by hanging the document in a busy area within the building.

- View the Creating Memorials lesson to continue exploring the Dear Hero Collection.
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Dear Heroes,

Thank you for saving so many lives. You are terrific! Thank you for being there for us. Thank you for saving our country. I am safe because of you. You are Heroes. Thank you for cleaning up New York.

Your friend,
Brandon
Dear Hero Collection,

What happened September 11, 2001 was a big surprise to America! It was a disaster for America and our darkest hour. We needed help and there you were - The Firemen. You are incredible and inspiring and we thank you for helping our nation.

The luster of your helmet faded away, but the glow of your faith never fades. We thank your for not giving up. We know you are the real super heroes. We give this thanks too you because you deserve it. When you go to work, it’s like magic helping other people who survived the horrible tragedy and the families of those who didn’t.

When we saw the newscast with firemen hanging the giant Star Spangled Banner on the damaged Pentagon, our hearts beat faster. We are proud of you. We appreciate the way you have been working around the clock. We know you have not been seeing your family. Your family needs you, but now the nation needs you more.

You are awesome and nothing can compare to the work you have done at Ground Zero. This is why we think you deserve to be on a box of Wheaties. It is and always will be the breakfast of champions and heroes like you.
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Dear Firefighter:
Thank you for all the things that you are doing in Ground Zero. You must have lost a lot of people in the towers. I bet that ground zero is a sad sight to your eyes.

Sincerely,
Cory Becuusew

God Bless!!

Dear Heroes:
Thank you for saving so many people. Thank you for saving our country. You are terrifing brave. Thank you for protecting us, you saved New York. You're a good worker to this country.

Love,
[Signature]
Dear NEW YORK F iremen,

Thank you for saving people. I love you guys. Here is money from my piggy bank to help you and your family. My stepdad is Tim and he is a Fireman too.

I am proud of you. Thanks.

Love, Liam W. Marshall

(Age 7)
Fire Men

A dragon has found its way inside these two tall towering structures. Fire Men are called to slay the beast. As they run to their death, the Fire Men can't seem to remember the family they left behind. One by one, the dragon blows them. Inside the tower, the firemen help the injured and the dying but it's too late. The dragon's weight is taking them down, down, down they go with heavy hearts. One fireman holds a picture of his new born daughter. He'll never see. But he chose to fight this dragon.

At ground zero people dig for remains. The dragon won the battle but not the war.

Fire Men thank you for your sacrifices. I know it's hard digging for body's. But you keep holding to what I don't know. But keep digging many family's including yours need you.

Sincerely,
Don Howell, 9/11 age 11
Dear Heroes,

Thank you for saving so many people. I hope you are alright. We are glad you are so brave. Thank you for being there for us.

Loresean
Dear Rescue Workers,

You are doing a great job to clean up the city. You are great brave people. You will get something in return. I wish I could be there now to cheer you on. All I have to say is, “Go rescue worker! Go! You can do it!” There is more survivors in the Rubish! Go Go! You are the little engine that could.

P.S. you can do it.

Sincerely,
Fotini Lane
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